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It is named after the city of Tucson, Arizona. The second-generation model has been marketed
as the Hyundai ix35 in several markets, including Europe, Australia and China, before reverting
back to Tucson for the third-generation. The Tucson is the best-selling Hyundai SUV model,
with more than 7 million units sold globally since it launched in Of these, 1. The first-generation
Tucson was launched in In the U. Standard equipment included air conditioning, six airbags ,
electronic stability control, a CD player, alloy wheels, remote keyless entry, and premium cloth
seats. The Limited added leather seating surfaces, a 6-disc in dash CD changer , body-colored
cladding, automatic climate control, and heated seats. The SE and Limited were only available
with the 2. The GLS came only with the 2. The Tucson offers modest cargo space but its
easy-to-fold seats can expand this volume so they lie flat. Even the front passenger seat folds
flat for extra-long cargo. There are dual-stage frontal impact airbags, torso side-impact airbags
built into the front seats, and curtain airbags for side-impact protection for front and rear
passengers. Changes for were minimal. The LX became the Limited and got color-coded
cladding, automatic climate control, and a high-performance sound system. The GLS also got
improved cloth seats with the option of a heating element. Both GLS and Limited got
redesigned alloy wheels. The base GL remained unchanged. Changes for were also minimal.
The SE comes with a sport utility rack, has 4 wheel drive, and is a 6 cylinder engine. The vehicle
has range of kilometres A facelifted version of the first generation exclusive to China was
produced by Beijing Hyundai. The second generation Tucson was renamed to ix35 in China and
Brazil, and later became an independent model while the Tucson name returned with the
introduction of the third generation. It was named as one of the most reliable vehicles from the
Consumer Reports reliability survey. Known by the project name LM, it took 36 months and
billion won approx. The ix35's styling was reported to be based on Hyundai ix-onic concept. The
GL comes with a standard manual transmission, but a 6-speed automatic transmission is
available and is standard on GLS and Limited. Features include available steering
wheel-mounted audio controls, hands-free Bluetooth phone connectivity, navigation system,
and a standard iPod interface system including iPod cable. The North American version uses a
different gauge cluster design than the Korean version. The Tucson offered in the U. The GL is
powered by a new 2. The GLS trim includes the features of the "Popular Equipment Package"
and an automatic transmission as standard equipment. Limited models now include standard
electrochromatic mirrors with Homelink and has received Sachs dampeners to provide a
smoother ride. The electronic stability control and motor driven power steering systems have
been enhanced for improved performance. All AWD models now receive standard heated seats.
In China, the first generation Tucson was sold alongside the ix35, and was replaced by the third
generation Tucson directly while the ix35 spawned its own successor, the ix35 II. The later two
only in Europe. The manual transmissions available in Europe is a 6-speed for 1. The 2. In South
Korea, the diesel engine is offered in both front-wheel-drive and all-wheel drive configurations,
while the 2. The North American versions are powered by either the 2. On February 17, , Hyundai
released the first details about its next-generation Tucson ahead of the crossover's official
debut at the Geneva Motor Show on March 3, This model arrived in showrooms in the second
half of , as a model year. For this generation, Hyundai reverted the ix35 nameplate, changing it
back to Tucson globally. Rear storage space is also larger, with seats-up capacity growing from
to litres. Revealed in April for the model year, the North American market Tucson was offered
with a choice of two engines, a 2. Both engines available in front- and all-wheel drive versions.
The Tucson was revealed in the country in August At launch, the Tucson was offered with two
petrol engines and one diesel, along with 6-speed manual, 6-speed auto and 7-speed
dual-clutch auto transmissions. Other engines offered are the 1. Models with the 2. At its
introduction, Hyundai Australia was confident that the name switch from ix35, back to Tucson,
will not have a negative impact on sales or marketing despite the ix35 status as a top-seller in
its segment. First shown at the New York Auto show, the Hyundai Tucson for the model year
received a facelift and significant changes to the powertrain options. Exterior updates included
a new cascade grille, reshaped hood and tailgate design, rectangular fuel door, new rim
designs, and an updated LED headlight design for higher trim levels. The interior received a
major update to include a newly designed dash with lower centrally-placed air vents and a
high-mounted head unit display. For the Chinese market, the Tucson was given an alternate
facelift for the model year with the single model name known as TGDi and 6 separate trim levels.
The 1. In spring , Hyundai started selling the sportier variant N-Line. During the Geneva Motor
Show, Hyundai also unveiled two concept variants, a Tucson hybrid electric and a
diesel-powered plug-in hybrid. The 48V Hybrid combines a 2. The concept plug-in-hybrid is also
based on the all-new Tucson platform and is equipped with a 1. On September 14, , Hyundai
revealed the fourth generation Tucson. The all-new model features Hyundai's "jewel-like" grille,
with geometric daytime running lights integrated in its design. In the interior, the new Tucson

features an optional fully digital instrument cluster and a four-point steering wheel. It also
include a vertically stacked, dual For the long-wheelbase version, Hyundai claimed the cargo
volume will provide a The European range of the fourth-generation Tucson includes five
electrified powertrain options, as well as one petrol and one diesel. The base options are the
petrol 1. Both engines are also offered with a mild hybrid volt technology, which include the
petrol 1. Mild hybrid petrol models is fitted with the 6-speed Intelligent Manual Transmission iMT
as standard. At launch, the most powerful Tucson is the hybrid 1. The hybrid Tucson will be
offered with a 6-speed automatic and optional all-wheel-drive drivetrain. A plug-in hybrid variant
based on the 1. The fourth-generation Tucson was revealed in the long-wheelbase guise for the
North American market in November for the model year. The Tucson Hybrid will also be sold in
the region, bringing a combination of 1. A plug-in hybrid version will arrive later, powered by a
Hyundai will produce the new Tucson in the United States due to its increasing popularity
starting from , despite resistance from the labor union in South Korea. Several exterior changes
for the Chinese market include false exhaust tips in the rear. Top-end models gets a 2. From
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exclusive to Canada. The Hyundai Tucson may not be as big as its main rivals, but it makes
amends with a handsome cabin, an ample features list, sporty handling and a low price. It's a
top pick for a small crossover. The Hyundai Tucson was always just a budget buy. Driving one
was like eating at Applebee's -- you enjoyed it, but in all likelihood you'd readily step up to a
higher-quality vehicle if you had a fuller wallet. However, Hyundai is no longer content with
simply selling less-expensive, low-cost alternatives. The completely redesigned Hyundai
Tucson is consequently a giant leap forward, boasting an efficient new engine, a high quality
and handsome cabin, sleek styling and surprisingly good handling. Even more impressive,
though, it maintains its budget price. One look at the new Tucson reveals that this is a
completely different direction for the model. It's roughly the same size as the previous
generation, but the old car's utterly forgettable and plasticky styling, which had all the design

flair of a Coleman cooler, has disappeared into a cocoon and emerged a butterfly. The new
exterior has a far more refined and high-class appearance, and the same could be said for the
interior, which has gone from a nondescript and dated shell of hard plastic to a stylish
environment of warm colors and organic shapes. Best of all, the simple controls that Hyundai is
renowned for have been maintained. Under the hood, there's a new 2. But it is the new Tucson's
driving demeanor that is most surprising. Past Hyundais have typically been tuned for ride
comfort over sharp handling, but this Tucson is actually quite fun to drive. All of a sudden, the
Tucson is one of the sportiest models in the segment, though some drivers may find that the
ride quality is actually a bit too firm. Overall, though, the Hyundai Tucson is a very impressive
entry in the compact crossover segment, and it's certainly a top pick among similarly sized
models like the Ford Escape, Mazda CX-7 and Nissan Rogue. If you're just looking for a small,
fuel-efficient SUV, though, the Tucson is an excellent choice -- even if you can only afford a
budget buy. The GLS comes standard with inch steel wheels, a hill-holder feature, hill descent
control, keyless entry, a trip computer, air-conditioning, full power accessories, keyless entry, a
tilt steering wheel, a height-adjustable driver seat and a six-speaker stereo with CD player,
satellite radio, auxiliary audio jack and a USB port with an iPod interface. The Navigation
package adds all Popular Equipment package items plus a touchscreen navigation system, a
rearview camera, automatic headlights and a seven-speaker stereo including a subwoofer. The
Tucson Limited adds all Popular Equipment items plus inch alloy wheels, chrome grille and
door handles, automatic headlights, foglights, a front wiper de-icer, a cargo cover, leather
upholstery, heated front seats, an eight-way power driver seat includes lumbar adjustment and
dual-zone automatic climate control. The Premium package deletes the roof rails but adds a
panoramic sunroof and the touchscreen navigation system, rearview camera and seven-speaker
stereo upgrade. The Hyundai Tucson comes standard with a 2. In most of the country, it
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque. In California-emissions states, this engine
receives partial zero-emissions vehicle PZEV status and produces hp and lb-ft of torque. The
manual lowers those estimates by 1 mpg. Standard safety equipment includes four-wheel
antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front side airbags, side curtain airbags, hill
holder prevents rolling back on inclined stops and hill descent control automatically brakes
down steep off-road hills when activated. Hyundais have never been renowned for their spirited
driving demeanor, but the new Hyundai Tucson is an indicator that things are changing. With
European-inspired suspension tuning and a well-weighted electric power steering system, the
Tucson indeed feels sportier than models like the CR-V, RAV4 and Rogue. Unfortunately, that
comes at the expense of ride quality, which may be too firm for some buyers. The inch wheels
available on the Limited trim may exacerbate this. The four-cylinder engine is powerful enough
for most uses and certainly fuel efficient, though it can sound a bit unrefined at times. Most
models in the compact crossover SUV class feature cabins that can best be described as
utilitarian in design. Not so the Tucson, which features a contoured twin-cowl dash and
available two-tone color schemes. It looks quite nice, and fortunately this sense of style doesn't
come at the expense of usability. Controls are simple and easy to reach, including those for the
optional touchscreen navigation system. Even with the manually adjustable driver seat found in
the GLS trim, the Tucson provides a comfortable driving position for drivers of almost any size.
The Tucson's backseat is quite spacious, providing plenty of leg- and headroom. Sadly, the seat
doesn't recline or slide like in competing models. The compact Tucson also offers less
maximum cargo capacity If you want a compact crossover that's economical, efficient and
doesn't make you feel like you're taking the kids to T-ball, there are options, and one of the best
is the new Hyundai Tucson. Let's start with styling, which should be different enough to stick
out from the rows of CR-Vs parked at Target. While the old Tucson had all the design flair of a
Coleman cooler, this new Tucson showcases Hyundai's increasing attention to design. Whether
you believe the Tucson is attractive is one thing, but there's no denying its curves and creases
are more interesting to behold than the boxes it competes with. Inside, the story is much the
same, with organic shapes and nicely textured materials. Unfortunately, those competitors are
literally more utilitarian than the Tucson. The little Hyundai offers significantly less cargo
capacity than its bigger rivals, while its backseat offers less space and doesn't recline or slide
for more room or comfort. Essentially, the Tucson doesn't look like a mom mobile, and it
wouldn't be a very good choice for her either. As such, the Hyundai Tucson is best suited for
singles or DINKs dual income, no kids who primarily want the elevated driving view that an SUV
provides, and can live with an acceptable rather than copious amount of rear seat and cargo
space. If you fancy yourself a cool mom, though, perhaps that trade-off could be worth it.
Available styles include Limited 4dr SUV 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research

the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Hyundai Tucson. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Hyundai lease specials Check out Hyundai Tucson lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Ride may be overly firm for some, below-average cargo space. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. We've been driving this vehicle now for 9 months. My wife
loves it it is primarily her car but I'm not so sure. What I like: An incredibly short turning radius.
The look of the vehicle, both inside and out. All of the extras at a reasonable price heated
leather seats, bluetooth, etc. What I don't like: The ride is really rough, much rougher than my
Nissan Maxima or even my beat up old pickup. You will feel every bump on the road. Most
annoying: The gas mileage we've been getting isn't even close to the EPA rating. Low teens in
town, low 20's on the highway. I don't drive like a maniac anymore. If I pushed it hard I'd hate to
think how bad the mpg would be Read less. If it were quieter it would be perfect. Just a lot of fun
to drive. The only downside of the vehicle is the highway road noise on concrete. I had to put a
4" foam pad under the spare tire to absorb some of the noise and stuff polyfill into the rear
wheel well covers. The tires are also part of the problem. An upgrade to the Michelin Primacy
MVX4, which are rated far better for road noise would be an improvement. Misrepresentation of
gas mileage. I get an average of When I brought it back to the dealer they drove it 60 miles
under ideal conditions and the best they could get was 23 mpg Cruise control on the hwy. They
then told me that's what I should expect even though the sticker advertises 24 city and 31 hwy.
Hyundai really packs a lot of features for the price, unfortunately they are not packed very well. I
get a new rattle every day I drive this car. The dash, door panels, tailgate among other places I
have yet to locate. The dealer is unhelpful in fixing all the creaks. In addition, the ride is very,
very, firm. On the plus side, I find the seats comfortable and their is plenty of space for our three
person family. I bought the Tucson to replace a VW Passat and sorely miss that car. See all
reviews of the Used Hyundai Tucson. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Tucson.
Sign Up. The five-seat Tucson is longer, wider and fractionally higher than before, with a longer
wheelbase. The upshot is generous interior space offering lots of legroom and space for your
feet under the seats in front, though smaller kids might struggle to see out due to that kicked up
window line. To try and create an airy cabin environment for the new Hyundai Tucson, the upper
dash surface is now completely flat. This involves lowering the instrument cluster for the driver
and removing the cluster hood altogether in the process, so we'll have to find out if that digital
screen for the driver is now susceptible to glare when we test it fully later in the new year. The
other main design feature is the silver trim running along the doors and continuing onto the
dash â€” similar to the Riva Hoop design introduced on the Jaguar XJ - while also hiding the
outer air vents for the front occupants to help towards that minimalist look. The tablet-style
touchscreen of the outgoing model has gone and replaced with one located lower down to sit
with the climate control cluster. There is no gearlever for the automatic gearbox anymore and
instead you'll find buttons sitting among the other drive controls. The latest Bluelink
smartphone app allows owners to locate, lock and unlock their Tucson, as well as checking fuel
levels and integrating their Apple or Google calendar onto the centre touchscreen. Ride quality
is on the soft side, and this combined with the generous front and rear legroom make the new
Tucson a good bet for all those looking for a comfortble experience. In terms of trim, customers
can choose from teal, black or two-tone black and beige colour schemes finished in fabric or
leather. For the first time, rear passengers can have their own climate control setting as well as
heated seats, while those up front can choose between heated or cooled. Parkers overall rating:
4 out of 5 4. Excellent room, front and rear Interesting and cohesive design Large screens look
good and easy to use The five-seat Tucson is longer, wider and fractionally higher than before,
with a longer wheelbase. What tech is on offer? Enlarge 0 video Enlarge 58 photo. Running
costs and mpg. Running costs and mpg Practicality. How much is it to insure? Back to top.
Parkers beta preview You are viewing the Parkers beta preview. No thanks - take me to Parkers.
Hyundai didn't just spend all its time making the latest Tucson look great from the outside;
there's a major improvement over the previous model inside, too. That car was functional but
pretty plasticky from the driver's seat, and although this Tucson is still quite grey it feels very

up-to-date, with a clean layout that's light on switches. The dashboard is designed to reflect the
look of the Tucson's front end and does so to great effect; piano-black trim, good-quality
materials, ambient lighting and a pair of The heating and ventilation controls get their own
dedicated area rather than being buried in a screen menu, while those large screens have
excellent resolution, rich colours and deep blacks. It all feels very well integrated, and while
there isn't much in the way of colour variety, there is at least a nice mix of finishes: piano-black
panels, chrome strips, nice fabric and pleasingly squishy plastics. It's the equal of anything
you'd find in an equivalent Audi or Volkswagen, which represents a real step up for Hyundai.
Equipment increases gradually with each step up; Premium models seem to offer a good
balance of cost versus kit, with added LED headlights, adaptive cruise control, wireless phone
charging, inch alloy wheels, a premium sound system and ambient lighting on the kit list.
Top-spec cars get the appropriate designation of 'Ultimate' and sport luxuries such as leather
upholstery three-zone climate control, heated rear seats, a powered tailgate, a panoramic
sunroof and even more safety equipment â€” but at a hefty list price. New Hyundai Ioniq 5
electric car: prices, details, pictures and on-sale date. Model Model. In-depth reviews Home
Hyundai Tucson. Running costs. Overall rating. Fuel Type:. Hyundai Tucson Hybrid dashboard
The dashboard is designed to reflect the look of the Tucson's front end and does so to great
effect; piano-black trim, good-quality materials, ambient lighting and a pair of Next Steps Used
car deals. Running costs The cheapest Tucson to run will be the forthcoming plug-in hybrid, but
for now the hybrid is pretty affordable to keep on the road. Most Popular. Honda HR-V.
Next-generation Honda HR-V will go on sale later in with pure-hybrid power only. Best plug-in
hybrid cars Best cars. The best plug-in hybrid cars offer great fuel economy and very low
running costs as long as you keep their batteries charged. Hyundai Ioniq 5. Two battery sizes,
nearmile range and single or dual-motor setups for new Ioniq sub-brand's first model. Let your
Hyundai Tucson show your personality when you customize with great Hyundai Tucson Interior
accessories. Experience the difference with Hyundaishop. Cup holders are difficult to clean, so
order a set of these WeatherTech Car Coasters. They're easily removed for cleaning and keep
your original cup Order them today for your own vehicle or as a gift - they make great stocking
These seat back protectors have two pockets so you can keep items stored neatly. These Seat
Back Protectors f
2014 dodge charger rt review
bose car amp
transit ford connect
it all The Universal Cup Phone allows you to effortlessly, and with one Be prepared for any
emergency! Whether your car's battery suddenly dies and leaves you stranded in the middle of
no where, or if you get in an accident and come out with It comes with everything from
Band-Aids to Gauze! A perfect little package to keep in your trunk or glove box! The Hyundai
The sunshade is custom fitted and made by Weathertech to ensure the best possible fit The
Severe Weather Kit includes items like hand warmers, ponchos, gloves, duct tape, glow stick
and more. It is a much needed accessory for the family "road trip warriors" or pet "car ride"
companions to prevent WeatherTech Cargo Liners are digitally designed to be a perfect fit for
your vehicle Simulating an aircraft cockpit look and feel, you'll create a new experience in your
car! Toggle menu. Shop by Category Shop by Model Palisade Genesis Coupe Genesis Sedan
Equus. Quick view. Compare Add to Cart. Compare Choose Options. Compare Selected.

